Lake View Reservoir Reconstruction
Public Meeting, Wednesday, January 15, 2014, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
Citizen Comments
“Need to consider landscape & construction in relationship to nurse dorm, campus gathering place, park
and environs, esp. for stormwater runoff & aesthetics.”
“First of all, thank you for all the efforts put forth on this project. I’m grateful every aspect seems to be
getting in depth attention.
Please give consideration to:
• Choosing a tower that is not unique. The 2-zone one seems best
• Finishing the outside surface to be one from which graffiti is more easily removed (no solvents
necessary)
• Do not create an observation platform as the vistas from the hilltop are excellent
• Select steel rather than concrete to ‘ensure’ greater longevity and concrete pouring in Jan.-Mar.
??
• Create an enclosed-only ladder
• Of special concern is erosion control during and after construction.”
“Prefer design> Two Zone Option B - looks like it is reminiscent of the existing structure and seems it
would be not as intrusive as the silo structure. Also color choice is important to blend with the
conservancy (tan) or to keep the retro feel (if option B is chosen) possibly silver.”
“ - Two reservoir design w/ open space is a great design concept. It harks back to the existing tower’s look
and also could incorporate some design elements from the Lakeview Sanatorium arches, etc.
- A neutral color (sandstone, even silver) would be much better than sky blue
- A ground level façade that allowed for signage, etc. would be attractive
- Any extra costs that the open space design might incur should be covered by the city (Arts Commission,
for example) if the PSC won’t allow the costs to be passed on to the ratepayers.”
“The classical aspects of clean curves and smooth lines on the two-zone reservoir will be artistically
appreciated for the next 100 years. I have personally worked with creating multi-colored wildlife designs
in concrete and find them difficult to maintain. Simple is better.”
“I prefer the two-zone reservoir option ‘B’ with ‘legs’, either extending all the way to the ground or
supported by the lower reservoir pilasters. Please, no observation tower or zip-line, etc. There is no
geologic evidence of a ‘cave system’hear-say stories have never been verified. There has been no
hydrogeologic study at Lake View Hill Park, despite statements to the contrary.”

